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Children's first experiences with numbers affect the ways in
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problem solving; understand that there may be many ways to approach a
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.96% children ages 5, 7, and 9 all thought this was fun.' 0 "It was
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book0et contains activities for you and your family
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to experience together. The activities were written by leading
educators and are designed to provide opportunities to nurture
child's natural curiosity and to share the joy of uncovering math
in the world around you.

The activities are organized into
o four themes:

o Math In Your Home
o Math In Your Neighborhood
o Math On the Go
o Math In the Store

Children's first experiences with numbers
will affect the ways they deal with math
the rest of their lives. To make sense of
math, children need to:

explore and investigate using real
objects instead of just symbols;

practice skills in an atmosphere of fun;

see mistakes as just another way of
learning new ideas;

make use of a variety of tools to
solve problems (such as coins, blocks,
measuring cups, and calculators);

understand that there may be many
ways to approach a problem;

view math as useful, important, and
more than just arithmetic;

feel confident that they can become
problem solvers.

always enjoY activities
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Scavenger Hunts
Because we want children to open their eyes to the wide world of mathematics

around them, these activities begin with a series of
"Scavenger Hunts" designed to uncover the numbers, patterns, and

shapes that are a part of their lives.
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Look everywhere
and talk about

the numbers
you find. Look for

numbers on the wall, in
the closet, in different rooms, on signs,
on buildings, in the car, and on shelves. What

numbers do you find? How are they alike or differ-
ent? What do they tell you? Do these numbers tell
about quantities (like how many), order (like first),
identity (like a post office box)?
What is the easiest one to see
from far away? What is the

greatest number you
found? The smallest?

Which number
did you see the
most often?

SScr-ciATC&ff

Look everywhere
and talk about the shapes you
find. Look for shapes in the refrigerator, on
TV, on doors, on shelves, in buildings, and
on streets. What shape did you find the most?
Which shapes are alike? Which shapes are different?
Can you find shapes like those pictured?

5
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Look everywhere and talk
about the patterns you find.
Look for patterns on floors,
on wallpaper, on ceilings, on
clothing, on wrapping paper,
on furniture, in structures,
in nature, in streets, and on
signs. What seems to happen
over and over in your pattern?
How do the patterns appear to
grow? Do any of the patterns
contain different sizes? How are
the patterns alike or different?
Can you describe the pattern in
more than one way? Can you
hear any patterns? Can you make
your own sound pattern?



Alow many forks,
glasses, plates

will you need for
everyone sitting at
the table? Ask your
child to guess the
number of utensils
needed to set the
table. If there is 1 plate on
the table, how many more

will you need? Do you need the same number
of each utensil? Why or why not? How long

does it take you to set the table? What time do

you need to start to set the table in order

^How many doors are
in your home? Ask

your child to count the
number of doors and

use objects like pennies
or paper clips to help
keep track of the
count. Were there more

doors in front or in back
of the house? Which room has the

fewest doors? Which has the most? Are all the

doors the same size? Where is the smallest

door? Where is the

largest door?

to have it ready for dinner? `.1
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Clow many letters are in a paragraph? Ask your child to count the letters in a
paragraph from a newspaper or a book and keep track of how often each letter

is used. How many vowels are there? How many consonants? Which letters were

used most often? Which letters weren't used at all? How can you make a chart

of the letters to show how often they were used in the paragraph?

riWhat comes in 2's, 3's, or 4's? Ask your child
to look around your home and find

things that come in groups of 2's,
3's, or 4's. Which groupings were easiest

to find? If you have 1 pair of shoes, how

many shoes do you have? How about 2

pairs of shoes? 3 pairs of shoes? 4 pairs of

shoes? If there are 4 legs to a chair, how

many legs are there with 2 chairs? With 3

chairs? With 4 chairs? Teach your calculator

to count by 2's, 3's, and 4's.

0 1997 Texas Instruments Incorporated
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0 What products are advertised? Watch a 30-minute
children's television show and a 30-minute newscast. Ask

your child to keep a record of the products advertised during
each show. How could you describe the two lists? How are the products

alike? How are they different? If you were going to sell a new toy, when

would you advertise it? Why?

0 How long does it take? Explore time by asking your
child to estimate and then time how long it takes to

complete different household activities such as making a
bed, setting the table, taking out the garbage, washing

the dishes, or walking around the house. Which of your estimates

were close to the actual time? Which were farthest away? Can you name
an activity that you think will take less than 5 minutes? Try it and see how

close you were.Think of an activity you estimate will take 10 minutes. Do it.

What time did you start the activity and what time did you finish?
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Oi-Oow do you spend your day? As a
family, estimate the fraction of the

day each of you spends eating, sleeping,
on the phone, reading, watching TV,
showering/bathing, at work, or at school.
Would these fractions add up to 1 whole? Why

or why not? About how many hours does each
fraction represent? If you needed more time for

0 How many edges does an enve-
lope have? Ask your child to

imagine an envelope before it is
folded and draw a picture of what
the unfolded envelope looks like.
Take an envelope apart. Is your

drawing similar to the actual unfolded

envelope? How many edges does

the unfolded envelope have? Using

the information you have found,

what would an unfolded cereal box
look like? How could you check?

0 1997 Texas Instruments Incorporated

studying, what activities could most easily

be adjusted? How many hours a year do you

spend sleeping or on the phone? How might
a calculator help to answer these
questions?
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^What can you find in your
neighborhood? Ask your

child to find 5 things that are
soft and 5 things that are hard.
How are both groups alike? How are

they different? Would you find these

things in every neighborhood? What if

you looked for things that were
smooth and rough? Do you think you

will find more smooth things or more
rough things? Try it and see. Can you

think of any other oppositeslike
heavy and light, sweet smelling and

nasty smelling, long and short? Try

finding these.^Os skipping or running
faster? Ask your child to

try moving from one place to
another in two different ways.
How can you tell which way is faster?

Can you find another way to move?

Is it faster or slower? What happens if

,ne rock on you take giant steps or baby steps?
66VN/ `'" end Which is faster?
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How can you measure a rock? Ask your child to find two rocks
and think about ways to measure them. Compare your rocks. How

could you find out how heavy they are? How could you find out how long they
are? How could you find out how big they are around? What tools might help you?

Which rock is heavier? Lighter? Bigger around? Longer? Wider? If your rock were in

a group of 5 other rocks, could you describe it so someone could find it?

rHoRT

How many vehicles could your family have if you have 12 tires?
Ask your child to think about the number of wheels on one car,

one bicycle, and one tricycle. Talk about a way to find out and try it.
How many answers do you think there might be? Is there more than one way
to find the answer? Do you know anyone who has a unicycle? How many wheels

does it have?

'HARD
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0What can you find in a square
meter in your neighborhood?

Ask your child to use string and sticks
to outline a square meter (about thirty-nine and a half inches) and
describe what is inside the string. Are there more living or non-living things?

How could you describe and count them? Would you have seen the same things if

your shape had been different or if it were a different time of the year?

0 How many ways can you order a burger? Visit a restaurant.
Identify the toppings for burgers. Ask your child to think about

all the ways you can order a burger with three different toppings
from the list. How will you solve the problem? How will you organize your

thinking? Will you use a list, a picture, a chart, or another method? How will you

know if you have all the possible ways? What if you choose four toppings?

woo one go Up." "you Bi

Can ut 00 '' each hat7Q_,
and feep

(Th How is your neighborhood
0 organized? How are direc-
tion words used? Ask your child
to make a map of the neighbor-
hood and label it with words or
numbers so someone could
locate places. How are direction

words used? Even and odd numbers?

What number or letter patterns are on
street signs? House addresses? Mail

boxes? If you wrote directions to your
neighborhood, what words or num-

bers would be helpful?

r\ What shapes can you find
on sports fields? Ask your

child to identify shapes that can
be found on sports fields and
organize the information into a
graph. Which shape did you find

most often? Can you calculate the per-

cent of each shape found? What is the
area of each field? Is that an estimate

or exact answer? Compare the areas of

the different fields. Can you draw an

accurate scale drawing of each field?

L.

0
0
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AHow can people move from place
to place? Ask your child to think

about how you get to the park, to the
store, or to school. How are wheels used to

move people? How could you travel if
you didn't use wheels?

Have your child fmd

pictures of different

ways to move from

place to place

and sort them. What will you call your groups?

Can you push the pictures back into one large
group and sort them in a different way? What
are your new groups?^how many wheels belong to your

family? Ask your child to count
the wheels on your cars, bicycles, and
toys. Do you have more big wheels or little
wheels? How do you know?

0'
found lots of to

What shapes can you find on signs?
Ask your child to investigate differ-

ent shapes found on signs as you
travel. Are the signs themselves special

shapes? Which shape do you see most?

Which shape do you see least? Which

shape was the biggest? Were any

shapes alike? How do you know?

Can you make 10 using
two numbers you see

as you travel? Ask your child
to find two numbers, add
them together, and see if
they make 10. What numbers

did you use to make 10? How

many different ways could you

find to to make 10? How could you

make 10 using three numbers? Can
you fmd two numbers that will make

12? 15? 18?

i0
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What numbers can you find on license plates?
Ask your child what the largest number would

be if all the numbers (digits) on a license plate were
added together. Add the numbers on several license
plates and compare. Can you estimate which sums

will be largest? Will license plates with more numbers always

have greater sums? Why or why not?

What is a mile? Ask your child to estimate
where you would be if you traveled one

mile from your house. Which direction will you travel?

How will you check your prediction? Would you need to
travel more than a mile, exactly a mile, or less than a mile to

reach your estimated destination?

$e got the nu tn beps ana street signs."wees,

vore=18,
/bin trucks, cars, vans'

Ps G N(41W°iy
55=10."
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0 How far could your family travel
on 100 dollars? Ask your child to

L,,..,, 10%11 IAA 11 4-.ratioi winere Vnl IVI 11111 C.4111.11.11/ .1%. ,rego.

will go, the time it will take, and the
number of people who will be going. What

costs do you need to think about as you make
your plans? How will you decide the method of
travel? How will your plans change if two more

0 How could you make 100 using
addition, subtraction, multiplica-

tion and/or division? Ask your child
to use numbers you see as you
travel. How many different ways can

you make 100? How do you decide

what operation to use? What if your

target number were 500? 1000? How

would a calculator help you reach

your target number?

0 1997 Texas Instruments Incorporated

people join your group? How will your plans

change if you have twice as much money? How

will they change if you have three-fourths of

the money? How would a calculator help you

with your plans?

11
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^What's in a fruit? Ask your
child to describe the fruits

and vegetables in the produce
department. How many "color"

words did you use? What color did

you see most often? What "size" words

did you use? What shapes do you

see? Which vegetables have about the

same shape? Use two of the describing

words (like "long" and "short") to

put food into groups. Which group

has more? Which has less? How do

you know?

Where are the groceries?
Investigate position words

in the grocery store. Can you find
examples of things which are "above"

and "below?" Visit one aisle in the

store. Which items are on the top shelf?

Which items are on the bottom shelf?

Which items are in between? Can

you find things that are in front and

behind? Find two items that are beside
each other. Find something that is

inside and something that is outside.

"it took JoVee "Pies to make a pouna.

Can you use coupons? Find a Sunday newspaper and ask your
child to cut out cents-off coupons. How many different ways can you

sort the coupons? Can you organize the groups into rows? Which row has the

most? Which has the least? How can you tell?

How heavy is a pound? In the produce department, ask your
child to choose a small item such as an apple. Guess how many

apples it will take to weigh one pound.Ask your child to place apples on the scale
one at a time until the scale shows about one pound. How many apples

did it take? Was the number of apples higher or lower than your

guess? How many apples do you think it will take to weigh two

pounds? If you use another fruit, would it take more or fewer to
make a pound? How could you check?

61997 Texas Instruments Incorporated



What shapes are in the grocery store?
Investigate the 3-dimensional shapes

that are found at the grocery store. Which shapes have flat sides?

Which have circles or rectangles for sides? Which shapes take up a lot of
space? Which stack easily? Why? Do you think this might be important

to the grocer? Why or why not?

OHow much is a meal? Plan a meal with your child.
Predict how much it will cost. Less than $10? Between $10 and

$15? More than $20? Use the food section of the newspaper to check how
much it will actually cost. How many different stores would we have to visit to

make our purchases? If we were to visit only one store, how would our cost
differ? How close are you to your estimate?

If it Was grapes, it would "Da"
orn re."

(---) y
What's in a package? Ask

child to choose two
brands of favorite snack food
and read the nutrition informa-
tion on the labels. Are the serving

sizes the same? Which has more

calories? Which has more fat? If the

serving size is not the same, how can

you compare the two brands fairly?

What is the cost per serving for each
snack (cost of the package divided

by the number of servings)? Which

brand would you buy? Why?

Wow,
EAt

35

Which is the better buy?
Ask vniir child to ninkr

two different-sized containers
of the same cereal and use a
calculator to find the unit price.
(Key in the price of the item
and divide by the weight.) Which

unit price is less? Is it the better
buy? Explain your reasoning. Will the

same be true for other types of
cereal? How can you check?

7!.
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Teachers and Texas Instruments: Technology is continually changing and improving the way your child learns and lives.
Using technology in education can help students develop thinking patterns that pave the way for successful futures. For over
20 years, TI has worked with teachers to design and develop calculators that can enrich educational experiences and help
teach essential concepts. Using instructional toolssuch as calculatorsin the classroom, better prepares students to be
comfortable with the challenges of tomorrow.
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To order additional copies of
Uncovering Math With Your Family:

Write to us. Be sure to include your name,
address, and zip code:

Family Math Activity Book
Texas Instruments
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Dallas, TX 75265-9862
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Or, download copies from the TI web site:
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